ANNEX I
Magazine Clasiffication Code
History: This category encompasses all contents that refer to past happenings that took
place more than two years before from the date of the publishing of the article.


Institutional History: Documents about the foundational myth of the University of
Rosario, its former leaders – especially Friar Cristobal de Torres- and Alumni that
have graduated ten or more years before the date of the publication. Also, all
documents that mention members from the Rosarista community as actors in
national historical events such as the war of Independence, the creation of a
Republican Nation and the fight against the Spanish Crown.



National History: Documents on past events with a strong influence in the building
of the nation as it was at the time of the publishing of the article.



Education History: Documents that make reference to education practices in past
civilizations or the Middle Ages.

Literature, Arts, Music and Grammar: Includes poems, rhymes, short stories, fictional
writings, book reviews, art and movie critiques and lyrics. We also placed here documents
on Spanish, Latin and ancient Greek grammar; as well as documents on artists.
Religion: This category was meant to include all content that made explicit spiritual
references i.e. deities, any specific religion, saints and revealed knowledge from a higer
power / entity.
Science and Disciplines: This category encompasses all documents on economics,
research on the medical field, physcology, physical therapy, phonoaudiology, geography,
geology, botany, anthropology, sociology and philosophy..
Politics: Documents on current discussion on public policies, elections and governing the
country.

Acknowledgement of Third Party Accomplishments: Documents congratulating,
asserting or mentioning the accomplishment or success of a person or organization not
linked to the Rosarista community.
Self – Related Content: All Content related to the University of Rosario.


Everyday Life: Documents on the University’s daily activities, the student body,
faculty, staff and senior management at the time of the publication and. Letters and
documents to or from a member of the Rosarista community.



Acknowledgements from Rosarista to Rosarista: Documents issued by the
University or a member of the Rosarista Community congratulating, asserting or
mentioning the accomplishments of a member of the Rosarista Community.



Acknowledgements from Third Party to Rosarista: Documents issued by a
government , person or organization not linked to the University of Rosario,
congratulating, asserting or mentioning the accomplishments of a member of the
Rosarista Community.



Institutional Policies: Decrees and agreements issued by the President or Board of
the University that regulate the organization. Full transcriptions or fragments of
minutes of the Board.

Education: Documents on the nature of teaching, pedagogy, teaching practices, and
evaluation practices.
Law: Documents on jurisprudence, particular laws and the role of lawyers in society.
Legal Regulations: Decrees and agreements issued by the Colombian government that
explicitly make a reference to the University of Rosario.
Obituaries: Notes on the recent death of a person with a short account of the person's life.
Other Content: Documents that could not be classified in any of the other categories. Most
of the content in this category are travel memoirs, opinion articles and documents on sports.

